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Introduction 
“The Army’s ability to compete and win with software and data can be directly attributed to its ability to 

converge the communities of Development, Security, and Operations into an integrated team of teams capable 
of fielding mission relevant and secure software at the speed of need.” - The Army Cloud Plan May 2020. 

 
BLUF: The purpose of this initial document is to gather pilot lessons learned for the Army on cRMF in order to 
iterate and scale this approach to the Army. This document gives Software Development, Cybersecurity, and IT 
Operations teams a playbook to utilize an authorized CI/CD pipeline, authorized Platform as a Service, and 
approved DevSecOps process to facilitate a continuous Risk Management Framework (cRMF) approach for 
product teams to push code into production rapidly and securely. Army Futures Command, the Enterprise Cloud 
Management Office, and the Army Analytics Group are working a pilot program to validate this cRMF process 
with an initial software product team. The purpose of this initial document is to gather pilot lessons learned for 
the Army on cRMF in order to iterate and scale this approach to the Army. This is a living document and will 
evolve as the Army matures in its DevSecOps practices. cRMF is defined as the acceleration and automation 
where possible of categorization, selection, implementation, assessment, authorization, and monitoring in the 
Risk Management Framework in order to achieve continuous controls monitoring and the rapid delivery of 
secure code into production. This document is nested within the Army Cloud Plan (Published SEP2020), and the 
Army DevSecOps plan (TBP), which will provide guidance on the team structure, training, and governance for the 
Army DevSecOps ecosystem. The appendixes of this document provide specific information on the current 
software tools and services available in the Army DevSecOps ecosystem. 

 
DevSecOps is the process of integrating security practices into Development Operations (DevOps). It is a culture that breaks down the walls 
between developer, security, and operation teams to achieve win‐win  solutions, rather than throwing work over the wall and pointing the 

finger when things go wrong. Research has shown that building security early into software development not only improves delivery 
performance but also improves security quality. In order to achieve effective delivery and security of software, we must bring Development, 

Security, and IT Operations teams together in a meaningful and defined organizational process. This includes continuous testing and 
platform strategy, through leveraging modern software development tools and enhanced security oversight processes across the entire 

software development lifecycle. Integrating security tightly with development teams aims to improve upon the Risk Management Framework 
(RMF) by ensuring technical controls are met by development teams in a streamlined and continuous manner: the continuous Risk 

Management Framework (cRMF). The cRMF process aims to automate and accelerate all six RMF steps (Error! Reference source not f 
ound. below) in order to achieve continuous controls monitoring and the rapid delivery of secure code in production. 

 

 
“DevSecOps will enable the creation of security guardrails and accredited software development processes to 

accelerate the Authority to Operate (ATO) within the Army and streamline the maturation of rapid prototyping 
into operational capability for the warfighter. Through the standardization of DevSecOps tools and 

development of common services, these environments will streamline the accreditation process, reduce 
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technical debt, and increase the Army’s security posture.” - The Army Cloud Plan May 2020. 
 
Security Culture – Building a Security Mindset 
A key component to success in shifting to a cRMF approach is building a continuous security mindset into the 
culture of the software development ecosystem instead of a step at the end. This means security considerations 
and discussions are part of the process from the very beginning of the application lifecycle. 

• Developers are consistently trained on secure coding techniques and good security practices as part of 
their core training curriculum. 

• Cybersecurity personnel are included in the process teams use to discover user requirements and frame 
application iterations. (RMF Steps 1 & 2, Categorization and Selection) 

• Required security controls are identified early in the application design stage and must be completed by 
development before the first push to production. (RMF Steps 3 & 4, Implementation and Assessment) 

• Developers use secure coding techniques to reduce the number of vulnerabilities in the code. (RMF 
Steps 3 & 4, Implementation and Assessment) 

• Automated security testing is incorporated throughout the development lifecycle, from code check-in all 
the way through production. (RMF Steps 3 & 4, Implementation and Assessment) 

• Security metrics and dashboards are used to help all application teams regularly improve the security of 
their application. (RMF Steps 5 & 6, Authorization and Monitoring) 

 
With these types of DevSecOps culture and practices, cybersecurity concerns become an integral component in 
the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) facilitating the rapid delivery of secure applications, code, and 
infrastructure. Security concerns are addressed earlier and throughout the process by the entire team. 

 
CReATE CI/CD Overview 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) is the foundation of all DevSecOps models. The ability to 
routinely make small, incremental changes to baselines lowers the risk of errors once the code is deployed into 
an operational environment. The key is to implement these changes in a secure and approved manner, in 
accordance with cybersecurity policies. 

 
Continuous Integration (CI) is the practice of merging code back to the mainline frequently. The concept was 
expanded through eXtreme Programming (XP) to include Continuous Delivery (CD) - integrating and validating 
the integrity of the system. Together this process is referred to as CI/CD. Often confused with Continuous 
Delivery, the term Continuous Deployment, refers to the act of continually deploying the built artifact to a 
production environment. 

A typical CI/CD workflow includes developing code and running tests locally, then committing code to a CI server 
where the code is built, automated tests and scans are run, and a pass/fail build result is returned with relevant 
metrics. If successful, the code is merged to the mainline and the resulting artifact is stored and ready to be 
deployed. 

CI/CD is enabled by extensive automation that leverages machine resources to complete repeatable time- 
consuming work. This frees up developers time to make progress, while allowing them to benefit from the results 
of that work. Feedback loops provide guidance to developers so that issues can be fixed earlier in the 
development process. 

CI/CD tools and automation will perform tasks like security scans against every code addition, tests against every 
new artifact, continual scanning, as well as resulting in metrics and reports that can be consumed to evaluate the 
security posture of both the final software product and the development process that has created the software 
product. Due to the low cost and precision of machine resources, scans and tests are performed more frequently 
and are less error prone. 

The Coding Resources And Transformation Ecosystems (CReATE) consists of a curated and tuned suite of CI/CD 
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tools designed to provide frequent feedback on security findings to development and security teams, guardrails 
and gates for application approval, and creates an audit trail for cybersecurity personnel to review. The 
Application is deployed into a secure, authorized platform where development teams trained in security-first 
behaviors create their applications. A final security gate allows cybersecurity personnel to quickly approve 
applications which are then automatically deployed to a production environment running in the accredited and 
secure platform. 

It is important to note that specific tools are not explicitly identified in this playbook, as there are dozens of 
different CI/CD tools that may be added or removed based on the needs of the organization. Appendix A outlines 
the existing toolchain for CReATE to support a robust and secure CI/CD pipeline. 

Figure 1 illustrates the types of security concerns addressed during various stages of the developer workflow 
described above. Both human and automated sources provide feedback to the developer to address. This 
document will go into further detail on how security concerns are investigated at each stage. 

 
 

Figure 1. Cybersecurity in the SDLC 
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Software Development Processes 
 
Overall Development Workflow 
Cybersecurity should be treated as an incremental effort throughout the software development life cycle from 
design through implementation and maintenance. This agile approach to security streamlines the final 
authorization processes. 

 
Cybersecurity requirements and personnel must be consulted during the initial design phases so that early design 
decisions accommodate long term cybersecurity needs. 

 
Once development starts, the development team will engage in cybersecurity conscious behaviors, such as 
collaborative code practices, writing effective and readable code, and creating automated tests. Teams will 
engage with the automated continuous Risk Management Framework (cRMF) by pushing their code into the 
tooling pipeline, where automated tests and scans will run. Results are returned to the team to address. After 
automated guardrails and gates are met, the Application Security Validation Engineer (ASVE) reviews and 
approves the application, allowing for continuous production deployment. Given that teams adhere to the cRMF 
guidelines, they can proceed with a continuous deployment pipeline unless a change is made that triggers a new 
security review. 

 
3rd Party Dependencies and Open-Source Software Packages 
When developing an application, the Application Development teams will often include 3rd party dependencies in 
their application and/or require the use of stand-alone Open-Source Software (OSS) packages as part of their 
overall solution. 

• Software dependencies, known as 3rd party dependencies, are reusable software components 
developed to be either freely distributed or sold by an entity other than the original vendor of the 
development platform. These components provide the basis for much of the software created within 
the Army, and the world, today. As much as 70%-90% of the software in a modern software application 
may consist of 3rd party dependencies. Often, these dependencies are widely utilized in software 
programs and are popular targets for hackers to exploit when vulnerabilities are discovered. Additionally, 
there have been cases where malicious code was intentionally inserted into commonly used 3rd party 
packages so it would be distributed widely into the systems incorporating those packages in their 
dependencies. 

• Stand-alone OSS packages are deployed into their own operating environment (installed directly onto a 
server, installed in a virtual machine, or run in dedicated containers). Examples of common OSS packages 
required for applications include databases, message queues, data caching, event streaming solutions, 
etc. OSS packages should generally be provided at the platform level, so they can be leveraged by 
multiple application teams. See the section further in this document titled Platform Services for 
Applications for the process to be followed for teams deploying to the Software Factory Platform. 

 
If developers want to add a 3rd party dependency or OSS package to their application, they need to submit a 
request to the platform team, who will conduct a security review to assess potential vulnerabilities, data 
exposure and routing, and intended classification use. The cybersecurity team within the platform team will 
make a recommendation to both the Platform AO and Mission AO prior to adding the dependency to the 
application team’s build. 

 
The approach to reviewing and approving 3rd party dependencies and OSS packages will often vary based on the 
risk tolerance levels of the Authorizing Official overseeing the CReATE environment, and perhaps by other 
variables such as target platform, the RMF categorization of the application, etc. The initial approach to this risk 
assessment process is captured in Appendix D – 3rd Party and OSS Risk Management. 
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Development Team Culture and Processes 
 
Security-first behavior must be a part of the development team’s culture and processes. Detailed information on 
this can be found in the Developer Handbook (TBP), which will include recommendations for best practices on 
team behavior and processes. 

Examples of security-first behaviors include collaborative practices, such as pair programming and code reviews, 
diligent testing of applications beyond the testing provided by automated security scans, and a commitment to 
adhere to policies and practices. 

Long term team behavioral changes and process adoption must come from the team. Effective security-first 
behaviors are tailored to each team. Teams that are enthusiastic and own their security-first processes will grow 
stronger by innovating new security focused behaviors. 

Code Review Practices 
One important cybersecurity aspect of the overall software development process is how ownership of the code is 
shared across the Application Development team, and specifically, how code reviews are performed. There are 
some specific outcomes desired from having a process to ensure all code is written or at least reviewed by two 
people: 

• Ensures a malicious actor cannot insert unauthorized code 
• Improves the overall quality of the code if two different developers are working together to create it 
• Helps provide shared knowledge and ownership of the entire code base across the team. 

 
There are a variety of common methods used to demonstrate that code reviews are being performed for all code 
changes within an application. Refer to Appendix B – Development Process for Software Factory Apps for the 
specific process to be used for the Army Software Factory (SOFAC) development teams. 

 

Secure, Authorized Platform 
A foundational layer in the continuous Risk Management Framework (cRMF) approach is to have a fully 
authorized, trusted, and well-managed base of operations on which the mission-focused applications will run. 
The initial overall operating environment built to support the cRMF efforts is referred to as the “Software Factory 
Platform” or SOFAC Platform. It is expected over time the development teams and the tools/processes will 
support deployment to multiple platforms across different operational environments. Each of these 
environments will have their own authorization boundary and will have a specific set of security controls they 
provide to the applications, resulting in varying sets of requirements for the applications, depending on what 
platform they are targeted to run on. The variance between these target platform environments will be captured 
in an appendix to this document or in another location referenced from this document as they are 
identified/authorized for use. 

 
In general, application hosting platforms (and the infrastructure on which they run) are expected to go through 
the standard Army RMF/ATO process and be fully authorized for use (Assess and Authorize), with an RMF 
categorization that meets or exceeds the level of the applications that will run on it. Each authorized 
infrastructure (i.e., AWS and MS Azure), and platform will satisfy a specific set of controls on behalf of the 
applications running on top of the infrastructure and platform. Typically, this dramatically reduces the number of 
controls the applications need to address, because they are inherited from the platform and the underlying 
infrastructure. This is a fundamental concept of cRMF: applications inherit controls from the underlying tech 
stacks. Because many of those controls are inherited, software application teams can focus on building and 
securing their code base prior to pushing to production. For example, the VMware TANZU platform and AWS 
account for approximately 74% of the security controls, so software application teams only need to take into 
account 15% of security controls to ensure compliance and maintain a robust risk profile. Thus, if a software 
application passes the predetermined security guardrails, they automatically receive their RMF authorization 
versus individually authorizing each application through the manual RMF process. 
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Specifics on the existing platforms and control inheritance will be covered in more detail in the sections below. 

 
Software Factory Platform 
Among the key objectives of the Army Software Factory strategy is a goal to have civilian and soldier-led software 
development teams deliver meaningful and impactful software capabilities that help soldiers across the globe 
accomplish their mission. These teams are designed to leverage the core speed and agility in modern software 
development methods, which include developing software in small increments, with frequent releases and tight 
feedback loops that allow the teams to change and adjust their software for the needs of the soldiers more 
quickly than traditional software development methods. The Software Factory Platform (SOFAC Platform) is 
purpose-built to support this modern, agile software approach and is provided as the default deployment target 
for containerized applications developed using this playbook. 

 
At this time, the SOFAC Platform provides a robust operational environment for applications categorized up to 
Moderate-Moderate-Moderate under the NISTs Risk Management Framework (RMF) hosting data up to DoD 
Impact Level 4 (IL4), with plans for additional impact levels in the platform roadmap. The SOFAC Platform 
provides development, test, and production environments supporting multiple deployment options for 
applications based on their unique needs. Below is a description of the three use cases the Software Factory and 
CReATE toolset can utilize for this initial effort. 

 
1. Primary Application Deployment Model – Source Code Push 

The primary deployment model for the SOFAC Platform leverages the CReATE Tools and VMware Tanzu 
Application Service deployed as part of the SOFAC Platform. This solution takes much of the complexity out of 
deploying a new application to production. Developers write their code using the defined tools and processes, 
and then the platform takes care of bundling that code up into containers, deploying those containers to the 
environment, and setting up all the networking required to publish that application endpoint. This provides the 
best experience for the developers, freeing them to focus on writing good code to solve important problems, 
while letting the automated CI/CD and platform tools take on the toil of scanning, creating the security audit 
trail, then deploying that code to the environment and handling all the packaging and configuration required to 
make it available to end-users. 

 
2. Alternate Deployment Model – Bring Your Own Container 

There will be instances where the primary deployment model will not work. This includes software that is already 
distributed in containers such as Government Off-The Shelf (GOTS), Commercial Off-The Shelf (COTS), and Open 
Source Software (OSS) packages. This deployment model takes more work on the part of the application 
developer, thus should only be used as necessary and must be approved by the platform AO or designee. When 
using this deployment model, the application development team is responsible for the following additional tasks. 

• Providing the container image(s) for the application development team’s software 
• Providing and updating the Kubernetes definitions/configuration file(s) required to deploy the 

application, configure the required network services, and make the application available to end-users. 
• Providing updated container images within the timeframes established by policy when needed to 

remove known vulnerabilities in any of the layers, including updating necessary Kubernetes 
configuration 

• Ensuring container logs are integrated with cARMY log management by writing all required logs to 
STDERR/STOUT where they will be forwarded by the platform to the cARMY log management system. 

 
3. Tertiary Deployment Model – Cluster Ownership 

In certain rare cases, a team may need more flexibility to deploy and manage their applications than can be 
provided in either of the previous deployment models. In these rare cases, upon approval from the Platform AO, 
teams may be given access to an entire Kubernetes cluster dedicated to just their workloads and be given 
permissions to modify the configuration of those clusters as needed for their applications/tools. This requires the 
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development team be granted privileged access to their cluster(s) so they can manage the workloads and 
configuration needed for their environment. This also means no other application workloads will run in those 
clusters, they are dedicated to the team for which they are created. In addition to the responsibilities outlined in 
the previous section for teams that bring their own containers, these application teams assume the following 
responsibilities. 

• Managing cluster permissions and roles, and the assignment of permissions and roles to the appropriate 
groups in the centralized identity system. 

• Agreement not to change the “guardrail” permissions and restrictions set on the clusters through 
automation, including adopting necessary Security Policies outlined in the SOFAC Platform’s Kubernetes 
deployments for all Kubernetes definitions/configuration file(s) 

• Monitoring/managing their capacity usage and requesting additional cluster capacity as required. 
• Ensuring their applications are architected and deployed in a manner that allows the platform team to 

rotate VMs on an automated basis as needed to apply OS updates. 
• Ensuring their applications work properly for incoming versions of Kubernetes and associated 

dependencies like containers. 
• Security Policies – OPA and Gatekeeper will be deployed to manage security policy in all clusters. 

Guardrail policies will be set and centrally managed by the platform operations team. In this deployment 
model, the application development team will be able to tune the policies to their needs, as long as they 
do not change the guardrail policies. 

 
Platform Services for Applications 
The SOFAC Platform will provide certain centrally managed services that are often incorporated as part of an 
application to speed up and simplify the application development process. For example, the platform will provide 
PostgreSQL databases as an option for applications that require an RDBMS to store persistent data. These 
services are authorized for use via the CReATE? ATO and can be leveraged by any application deployed to the 
SOFAC Platform. 

• The currently available list of common services provided by the platform will be listed <PLATFORM- 
SERVICES-CATALOG>. 

• Application teams who need an instance of a platform-provided service for their application will submit a 
request to the platform team using <PLATFORM-REQUEST>. The platform team will provision the 
requested service and provide the needed connection and service account information back to the 
application team. Over time, this process will move to a self-service model. 

• Additional platform-provided services will be added over time. Application teams should submit requests 
for new platform provided services using <PLATFORM-REQUEST>. 

• New platform provided services will be added following the change management procedures outlined in 
the approved SOFAC Platform change management process as documented in the approved ATO. 

 
Hardened Artifacts/Components 
The components that make up the overall SOFAC Platform are brought into the environment from approved 
sources (primarily from VMware’s commercial software distribution mechanisms, official virtual machine images 
from AWS). The components are configured/hardened according to guidance from the DISA SRGs and STIGs 
(where applicable) and following the vendor’s recommended hardening practices. 

 
Many of the common services the platform provides for development teams to use as integral parts of their 
application are Open Source Software (OSS) packages. These OSS packages will be brought in from approved 
sources (primarily via VMware’s Tanzu Application Catalog service). In addition, the following steps will be taken 
for these packages: 

• When delivered as container images, those images will be virus scanned prior to being introduced to the 
environment. 

• Deployed instances of the software will be hardened using the appropriate guidance (SRG, STIG, vendor 
hardening guidance, etc.) 
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• Will be updated by the platform team as required to correct known vulnerabilities. 
 
Hosting Environment with Inherited Controls 
The SOFAC Platform is based on a commercial distribution of Kubernetes (K8s) from VMware named Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid and includes the developer experience solution based on Cloud Foundry, Tanzu Application 
Service for Kubernetes. There are other commercial and open-source products used to deliver the various 
platform services made available to applications, but these are the core of the SOFAC Platform. The platform 
runs on the Cloud Army (cArmy) hosting environment in AWS which is managed by the Army Analytics Group. 

 
The SOFAC Platform runs containerized workloads in the AWS environment. For workloads that will run using 
other methods such as running directly in virtual machines, or on deployed systems at the edge, those will not be 
run on the SOFAC Platform. The SOFAC Platform (and the cArmy environment it is hosted in) provide a complete 
operational environment for the applications deployed to the platform. This includes making available several 
services and inheritable controls the applications can take advantage of. The inheritable controls can be 
reviewed from the following sources: 

• The SOFAC Platform/CReATE ATO record in eMASS 
 

 
Figure 2. Inheritance of Controls from CReATE ecosystem 

 
 
 
 
 

Manual cRMF Steps 
Process Flow 
The heart of the cRMF construct is the processes and tools used to ensure the individual applications authorized 
within the framework meet the following requirements: 

• Have been properly categorized and have identified all the required security controls identified using the 
RMF. 

• Have successfully implemented the required controls that are not inherited. 
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• Have correctly implemented the required configuration items needed to properly implement the hybrid 
controls for partial inheritance. 

• Successfully land within the automated guardrails and pass the gates established by the CReATE pipelines 
or have an approved exception. 

• The application development team proactively engages their assigned Application Security Validation 
Engineer (AppSec Validation Engineer) for all security-relevant changes, at a minimum, every time code is 
changed that enforces or provides a security control. 

• The application development team follows the approved process for introducing new 3rd party 
dependencies or Open Source Software (OSS) package dependencies into their application. 

 
In the process flow sections below, the following RACI indicators are used: 

• (R) = Responsible 
• (A) = Accountable 
• (C) = Consulted 
• (I) = Informed 

 
Figure 2 provides an overarching cRMF process for a first time application team and described below in more 
detail. 

 
 

 
 
 
First Time Application 

Figure 21. cRMF Process for First Time Application Team 

 

The first time a new application is being developed using this playbook to the SOFAC Platform and CReATE 
tooling, the application development team will need to partner closely with the assigned Application Security 
Validation Engineer to ensure the application has properly implemented all the required controls and is passing 
the required automation guardrails before it will be approved for pushing to production on the SOFAC Platform. 

1. The Application Development Team (RA) and the AppSec Validation Engineer (ASVE)(C) categorize the 
application and identify any applicable overlays and documentation. 

2. The Application Development Team (RA) and the ASVE (C) use the following information to identify the 
list of controls the application must include: 

a. Organizational list of controls required based on system categorization and overlays. 
b. List of inheritable controls provided by the target platform where the application will run. 

• The ASVE will document basic information on the application such as type data, user profile, 
classification level, etc. in eMASS, but the bulk of the list of controls will be found in git repositories as 
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more automated checklist tools like SD Elements are built out. 
3. The ASVE (R) validates the finalized list of controls and ensures a versioned copy of this list is stored in 

the CREaTE Gitlab. 
4. The Application Development team (RA) and the ASVE (C) ensure the controls are reflected as tasks in 

the team’s development backlog and marked /tagged to indicate they are related to security controls. 
5. The Application Development team (RA) iteratively develops the needed functionality into the 

application to meet the required security controls. This will be done one of the following ways: 
a. Properly use an organization-approved code library that provides the security control(s). 
b. Properly use an organization-approved sample application that provides for an identified set of 

security controls. 
c. Create custom code that properly executes the actions needed to meet the control 

requirements. 
6. Automated tests or sections of code that satisfy particular AppDev STIGs will be marked in an identifiable 

way referencing the particular AppDev STIG IDto speed up the ASVE review, and to support ongoing 
iterative development. 

7. As the Application Development team (RA) completes each backlog item they will mark the item resolved 
or completed (but not closed) and needs review in the application team task management system. 

8. As each task related to a security control is completed, the ASVE (RA) will validate the control was 
properly implemented using one (or more) of the following methods as appropriate: 

a. If the control will automatically be validated as part of the automated testing, the ASVE will close 
the task in the backlog without further review. The ASVE will find the list of controls that will be 
tested through automation. 

b. If the control is covered using approved libraries, code modules, or a sample application, the 
ASVE reviews the source code and validates the code was properly implemented and the blocks 
for security controls were not modified. Once this review is complete, the ASVE will close the 
task in the backlog. 

c. Review the code sections pertinent to the control and/or run through a manual test of the 
control in a running instance of the application to validate the control functions properly. Once 
the validation is complete, the ASVE will close the task in the backlog. 

9. Throughout the initial development cycle for the application (before the first push to the production 
environment) the application development team and the ASVE will loop through the cycle of writing 
code for the controls and validating the controls have been met. Once all the controls have been met, 
the ASVE will indicate that all manual control validation is complete. Assuming the application lands 
within the automated testing guardrails, this step is the only manual approval the application requires 
in order to be approved to push to the production environment. 

10. While the application development team and the ASVE are looping through the process to complete the 
manual validation steps, the application will also be running through the automated pipelines to execute 
the automated security testing components (the details on these automated components are covered 
later in this document). During this phase, the application development team is expected to remediate 
any findings identified by the automated security testing that would put them outside the established 
guardrails. 

 
Below is a flow chart of the cRMF process for an existing application team. 
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Figure 32. cRMF for Existing Application Team 

 
 
Iterative Development for Existing Application 
Once an application has completed the initial ASVE review to ensure the required security controls have been 
met, it is considered an “approved” application for the production environment, assuming that it continues to 
meet the guardrail requirements for the automated testing. All “approved” applications will use the following 
process to ensure security implications/control modifications are properly reviewed during ongoing iterative 
development. The goal of this process is to allow rapid iterative development for the applications, while ensuring 
that changes to security controls are properly reviewed. 

 
The key to success in allowing rapid, agile development is having the development teams self-report when 
changes are made to the code that affect the security controls. This process assumes development teams have 
been trained on secure development practices and understand how to identify when a change will impact a 
security control (or will introduce the need for additional controls). 

 
1. During iterative development with additional features and code commits, the Application Development 

team (RA) should be aware of any change that would affect the RMF categorization or the required 
control overlays. This would typically happen when new data types or details are added to the 
application. This could also happen if the intended use of the application changes, changing the overall 
system categorization. Some examples of these types of changes include: 

a. An application that originally uses standard “phone book” personal data like name and email 
address changes to also including more sensitive data like date of birth, SSN, etc. changing the 
privacy impact assessment and the required privacy related controls and potentially changing the 
Confidentiality rating from Low or Moderate to High and changing the impact level of the 
application as appropriate. 

b. An application becomes adopted as an important part of the workflow for a critical mission 
element (changing the availability requirement from Low or Moderate to High). 

2. If the types of changes described above are being made, the following steps will be followed: 
a. The Application Development team (RA) will place those changes behind a “feature flag” so they 

can remain turned off until the control changes have been validated. This will allow other feature 
development to proceed, while the needed security reviews are being performed for the gated 
change. 

b. The Application Development team (RA) will work with the ASVE (C) to execute the “First Time 
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Application” process outlined above based on the new system categorization, required controls, 
etc. 

3. If there are no changes to the application categorization or the set of required controls as called out 
above, the Application Development team (RA) will assess each change being made to the application to 
determine if the change affects any of the existing security controls. If a change will affect a security 
control the following steps will be performed before that change can be pushed to where it will be 
deployed to production 

a. As the Application Development team (RA) completes each backlog item that changes a security 
control, they will mark the item resolved or completed (but not closed) and “needs review” in 
the task management system. 

b. When each backlog item that changes a security control is completed, the ASVE (RA) will validate 
the control is still properly implemented using one (or more) of the following methods as 
appropriate: 

i. If the control will automatically be validated as part of the automated testing, the ASVE 
will close the task in the backlog without further review. The ASVE will find the list of 
controls that will be tested through automation. 

ii. If the control is covered using approved libraries, code modules, or a sample application, 
the ASVE reviews the source code and validates the code was properly implemented and 
the blocks for security controls were not modified. Once this review is complete, the 
ASVE will close the task in the backlog. 

iii. Review the code sections pertinent to the control and/or run through a manual test of 
the control in a running instance of the application to validate the control functions 
properly. Once the validation is complete, the ASVE will close the task in the backlog. 

c. Once the changed controls have been validated, the ASVE will indicate that all manual control 
validation is complete. 

4. Once the control change(s) have been validated and approved, the Application Development team can 
push the changed version of the application to where it will be deployed to production, assuming it 
continues to meet the automated guardrails, etc. 

 

Automated cRMF Steps 
As the platform and CI/CD matures, the cRMF process will become more automated, which facilitates more 
secure and reliable application deployments. The Code Repository And Transformation Environment (CReATE) 
tools are tuned to encourage and enforce security-first behavior at every step of the development process. 

 
Discoveries that are made in manual security validation steps are added to the automation capabilities of the 
CReATE pipeline. An overarching Path to Production figure is provided here: 

 

Figure 43. Overarching Path to Production 
 
 

Developer Pipeline Workflow 
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Code Management 
The code management tools of the automated cRMF process: 

• Ensure that the person making the code commit has been authorized to work on this code. 

• Ensure that the person making the code commit has been authenticated. 

• Limit users to roll back to a more secure version of the application if a vulnerability is found. 

• Encourage and enforce security-first cultural behaviors. 
 
Developers initiate their interaction with the pipeline by pushing source code from a local machine to a shared 
source code repository. 

The Version Control System (VCS) provides traceability by tracking code commits from multiple developers and 
handling various versions using spanning trees. Developers can check code into current or future baseline 
versions, which will automatically mark the changes that have occurred. 

The Source Code Repository is configured to accept code changes from authorized and authenticated users only 
and does not allow anonymous or non-approved commits. Every developer that is authorized to make code 
commits must sign each commit with cryptographic keys to maintain integrity. This verifies that all code 
commits, have non-repudiation built in. 

Code repositories in the Source Code Repository can be public or private, allowing user access to be determined 
at the project and repository level. By default policy, all projects are set to private, where members must be 
granted explicit permissions to access and modify code within the repository. Additional permissions within the 
tool will prevent users from committing changes to the master branch without an internal review. 

Development teams are encouraged to use collaborative methods as they work on code. CReATE will not enforce 
this behavior by default – rather, teams are empowered to use the provided tools to optionally enforce 
collaborative behavior such as requiring code reviews and approvals. 

 
CI/CD Server 

The CI/CD server in the automated cRMF process: 
• Orchestrates the CI/CD workflow and processes 
• Alerts development teams to automated guardrails 
• Enforces pass/fail gates 
• Aggregates results from scans and tests 
• Pushes code to the production environment upon approval by the ASVE 

 
The CI/CD server uses triggers to control the automation of the CI/CD workflow. This process is often referred to 
as the “pipeline”. On code check in or other trigger, the CI/CD server initiates a build of the code. The CI/CD 
server also coordinates further tests, scans, and code validations. Upon completion, the CI/CD server returns a 
pass/fail result. Additional triggers can be set on the pipeline result such as: code can be merged to a master 
branch, additional pipelines can be kicked off, or artifacts can be deployed to a test or production environment. 

The CI/CD server facilitates the CI/CD process which allows for catching bugs and errors early in the development 
cycle, ensuring that all code deployed to production complies with individually established code standards. 

Every build within the CReATE system must include the pre-determined automated security scans to evaluate the 
risk each code commit brings into an application. 
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Static Code Analysis 
 
Static Code Analysis in the cRMF process: 

• Alerts the team to insecure or inefficient code 
• Identifies bugs and security vulnerabilities 
• Encourages code coverage 
• Provides an aggregate dashboard for additional security scans. 
• Visualizes metrics and reports 

Static code analysis is performed as part of the CI/CD pipeline to identify bugs, security vulnerabilities, and code 
quality across many different programming languages. It reports include duplicated code, coding standards, unit 
tests, code coverage, code complexity, comments, bugs and security vulnerabilities. It can record metrics history, 
provide evolution graphs, and provides fully automated analysis and integration with multiple third-party 
applications for additional capabilities. 

Some static code analysis tools can serve as the dashboard for other scanning tools and can be configured to 
display the results of the security-related tests in a single pane to allow Security Engineers, AOs, SCAs, and other 
personnel to review scan output to verify pipeline scans are occurring properly. 

Security Scanning Tools: 
Security scanning tools are curated and tuned to fulfil the needs of the ATO process and ensure secure 
applications. Scanning tools compare known software dependencies against publicly known vulnerabilities 
(Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures – CVE). The known CVEs will be listed with community accepted severity 
levels. Additional security tests will be run post-build and attempt to break into the application using common 
penetration testing techniques. Results will be published to a security dashboard for viewing. 

Additional security tools will be added as the CReATE suite matures. The tools will include additional static code 
scanning tools and a back-end solution capable of automating acceptable risk thresholds by either continuing or 
stopping the build process in its tracks. These tools will be migrated into the pipeline build process to give 
security professionals a greater view into the risk of each application being developed while providing the AO a 
better defense-in-depth posture against the system landscape. 

 
Artifact Storage 

 
The artifact repository in the cRMF process: 

• Stores artifacts in a secure environment. 
• Ensures that only authorized and authenticated users have access to the artifacts. 
• Allows only artifacts that have been subject to the cRMF process and are approved for use. 
• Ensures a secure supply chain for artifacts. 
• Continually scans artifacts and dependencies as vulnerability findings are updated. 

Artifacts, such as files resulting from builds, or required dependencies, are stored in an artifact repository. 

This allows developers to bring in open-source dependencies and house them in a secure environment so builds 
can be produced, even in air-gapped environments. Nexus provides the ability to track version dependencies for 
COTS, source control for custom-built applications, and the ability to scan open-source dependencies to prevent 
packages with known vulnerabilities from entering the environment. 
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Automated Guardrails 
Automated testing and the associated guardrails allow for a fast, repeatable, and inexpensive means to ensure 
confidence that changes in a system have not introduced unwanted behavior or new security vulnerabilities. 
Tests during code development are automated by running as a part of the continuous integration process. Tests 
that fail during the continuous integration process fail the build process. Developers are required to fix the build 
by either issuing a fix or reverting the changes introduced. The Software Factory’s automated testing falls into 
the following categories. The specific tools and thresholds used for the guardrails for applications built using the 
Software Factory tools and processes are listed in Appendix C – Automated Guardrails for Software Factory 
Apps. 

• Unit, Integration, and Acceptance tests ‐  These are the unit, integration and acceptance tests for a given 
application. These run at the very start of the pipeline to determine if any code regressions have 
occurred. Included in these tests is a “Linter” which is a tool that analyzes source code to flag 
programming errors, bugs, stylistic errors, and suspicious constructs. Acceptance tests walk through the 
application as if they were the end user to determine if any feature regressions have occurred. 

• Dependency Scanning ‐ Tooling to identify project dependencies and checks if there are any known, 
publicly disclosed, vulnerabilities. It collects information about the files scanned using analyzers and 
reports on possible Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) discovered. CVEs are derived from the 
National Vulnerability Database (NVD). 

• Code Quality ‐ The code quality scan checks the style of the code and ensures that the code can be  
understood, is maintainable, and does not use any code practices that could result in vulnerabilities or 
weaknesses. Examples of what the scan may look for include: Risk, Reliability, Security, Maintainability, 
Coverage, and Duplications. 

• Test Coverage ‐  Test coverage aggregates test data results to quantify the amount of code that is 
covered under a test. 

• Application Vulnerability Scans ‐ An approved static and/or dynamic application security tools scans 
software for vulnerabilities. Teams are required to address all high and medium vulnerabilities before 
deployment into a production environment. 

• Container Image Vulnerability Scans – Automated scanning of container images for vulnerabilities as 
they flow through the CI/CD pipelines, and regularly scheduled scanning of images in the registry. This 
scanning is looking for vulnerabilities in the base operating system and software that is installed within 
the container image. 

 
Continuous Monitoring 
The concept of “Continuous Monitoring” as applied to the Software Factory cRMF is focused primarily on 
monitoring (and improving) the overall “factory” and ensuring all the key security controls built into the factory 
are working properly and are enforcing the proper risk levels through the automation. Good metrics and 
dashboards should be based on actual outcomes, in other words, they should provide answers to key questions 
from which decisions will be made. Metrics that don’t inform decisions are a waste of time and computing 
resources. Some of the key questions the “Continuous Monitoring” metrics and dashboards should answer 
include: 

• Are the automated security guardrails working, and set to the approved levels? Are there quarterly 
independent security checks on these guardrails through red and blue teaming? 

• How fast/efficient are the automated processes, can they be improved? 
• How quickly (and completely) are new vulnerabilities discovered in container images resolved? 
• How good are the security tools at eliminating false positives? 
• What known vulnerabilities exist across all the running applications in production and what is the 
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associated risk level? 
• Are there “security relevant” changes being made that have not been reported/reviewed? 
• Are there weaknesses/vulnerabilities in the applications that are not identified by the “standard” tools 

and processes? 
• Are all the security controls required for each application still functioning properly? 

Based on the metric results, training materials will be updated to re-enforce any risk areas identified. 
 
Developing the metrics and dashboards to deliver the continuous monitoring outcomes will be iterative, 
developed and improved over time as the organization and the processes/tools mature. To begin with, the 
following will be implemented: 

• The thresholds for the automated guardrails will be validated weekly to ensure they are set to the 
approved values (once this validation is automated this check will be removed). 

• A dashboard will be provided that shows known vulnerabilities across all environments, this dashboard 
may be generated manually to start, in which case it will be updated weekly until it is automated. 

• A list of approved exceptions to the automated security guardrails will be reviewed and updated monthly 
to help ensure applications are resolving the gaps in a timely manner. 

• The ASVEs will examine the backlog of their assigned Application Development teams weekly and discuss 
with the teams any items that may impact the existing security controls. 

• The ASVEs will ensure that each application approved for production release on the SOFAC Platform is 
reviewed at least annually to verify the RMF categorization, the set of controls the application must 
include is correct, and that those controls are functioning. 

 

Authorize the Team 
Developer training 
As part of the Software Factory’s bootcamp for cohort members, all platform and software engineers will receive 
training/modules on cybersecurity principles, including secure code training and cybersecurity validation 
processes. Before any engineers can begin coding, they should complete this coursework and receive a 
certification of completion. More details will be provided in the education curriculum provided to cohort 
members. 

 
Furthermore, before a developer team can begin to write code in any environment, the Application Development team 
will participate in an onboarding session with the platform team. At this time, they will be assigned an ASVE and be 
trained in the particular configurations of the platform, security controls, and processes for writing secure code. More 
information will be found in the Developer Handbook. 

 

Evidence for AO 
Validation Artifacts 
Development teams must provide several key documents within source control before allowing to deploy into 
production: 

• about.yml: This file describes the application. 
• README: This file describes the procedure to build and test the application manually on a local machine. 

This is relevant in case an individual performing validation wants to manually check things on their side 
and is helpful for new developers to learn. 

• ATO‐Checklist:  This checklist describes the steps that need to be performed before a project is ready to 
be submitted for approval for production deployment. 

• Goals-and-Outcomes: This file describes the goals and outcomes that the application seeks to achieve. 
• Security‐Plan:  This file describes the security posture of the application, the RMF categorization, 

what external services it integrates with, and the internal interfaces. 
• Controls-Listing: A listing of controls the application itself is required to provide based on the target 
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production platform. 
• System‐network‐ interface‐ diagram:  This file provides a basic visual overview of how the application is 

constructed and how it interacts with its various services. 
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Appendix A – CReATE Tools 
CI/CD Server 
Tool Used: GitLab CI 

Code Management 
Tools Used: Git, GitLab 

 
CReATE primarily supports Git as the preferred version control system (VCS) and provides GitLab for source code 
storage and management. 

Security Scans 
Tools Used: Clair, Trivy, OWASP Dependency Check, OWASP Zed Attack Proxy, Clair 
*Additional tools will be added 

The first scan every developer must run is the OWASP Dependency Check scan. This free and open-source tool 
compares known software dependencies against publicly known vulnerabilities (Common Vulnerabilities and 
Exposures – CVE). The known CVEs will be listed with community accepted severity levels and published to 
SonarQube for viewing. The second scan will be run post-build using a web-based penetration testing tool called 
OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP). ZAP attempts to break into the tool using common penetration testing 
techniques and delivers its output into the SonarQube dashboard. 

Static Code Analysis 
Tools Used: SonarQube 

 
SonarQube is an open-source application that performs static code analysis. 

SonarQube serves as the dashboard for the OWASP ZAP and Dependency Check tools run within pipelines. 

Artifact Repository 
Tools Used: Nexus, Harbor, ECR 
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Appendix B – Development Process for Software Factory Apps 
Pair Programming Model 
This is the preferred method for the Army Software Factory development teams. Pair Programming is a software 
development practice within eXtreme Programming where two people develop software at a single workstation. For 
product teams consisting of multiple pairs of software engineers, the pairs are rotated daily. This ensures: 

• Two‐person  integrity for every line of code written and continuous code review. 
• No one programmer owns the code. 
• Everyone on a product team contributes to every piece of code. This instills a “pride in ownership” 

quality. 
• Knowledge is shared among team members. If one team member has experience with database 

integration, that team member will have paired with every other team member within one or two weeks, 
sharing that knowledge of databases. 

• In the pair programming model, there are occasions when one person may be working individually on 
small code changes. In these cases, the team must have an approved mechanism for documenting that a 
code review was performed by another team member. 

 
Pull Request/Merge Model 
If the Pair Programming model is not being used, then the application development team must ensure that all 
code changes have a formal review by someone other than the person who wrote the code. The CReATE GitLab 
has “least privileges” enabled by default. To accomplish this, the following model is often used: 

• The developer creating the code change will check it in to the source code control system. 
• The developer will issue a Pull Request to initiate the code review process. 
• Another member of the development team will perform a code review on the changes, rejecting the pull 

request if there are additional adjustments needed to the code change. 
• If the reviewer approves the code change, they will approve the Pull Request, and merge the change into 

the appropriate branch for approval. 
 
Test Driven Development 
Test Driven Development is a preferred model for agile software development. Before a single line of code is 
written to address a user story, a test is written to exhibit the behavior of what the code is intended to enable. 
The test will be run against that non‐existent  code which results in a failure. Then, only the lines of code required 
to pass the test are written. Once passed, that test remains with the code and is executed for every subsequent 
build of that product. This process of writing tests before the functional implementation is referred to as Test 
Driven Development (TDD). The tests document the expected behavior of the system and are committed to 
version control. Security related testing is included in the tests authored by the development teams. Common 
security tests that are authored and shared across teams include authentication configuration and endpoint 
authorization. These tests are approved by the ASVEs as the authoritative test procedures to validate the security 
controls they address. 
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Appendix C – Automated Guardrails for Software Factory Apps 
The Army Software Factory Platform and the CReATE tools and processes will use the following automated 
guardrails: 

 
Security Outcome / Definition Tools Used Guardrail Thresholds 
Acceptance Test Journey User Acceptance Testing Pass 
Dependency Scanning OWASP Dependency Check No medium or high CVEs 
Test Coverage  Minimum 80% on greenfield apps 
Code Quality SonarQube Grade B or higher 
Static Application Security Testing SonarQube, Fortify No High or Critical CVEs 

No more than 3 medium CVEs less 
than 90 days old. 

Dynamic Application Security 
Testing 

OWASP Zed Attack Proxy No High or Critical CVEs 
No more than 3 medium CVEs less 
than 90 days old. 

Container Image Vulnerability 
Scanning 

Clair, Trivy No High or Critical CVEs 
No more than 3 medium CVEs less 
than 90 days old. 
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Appendix D – 3rd Party and OSS Risk Management 
When a new 3rd party dependency or OSS package is being introduced into a Software Factory application, level 
of detail and specific areas to be considered/evaluated in the risk assessment are as follows: 

 
• Broad adoption of open source code is a key component of risk. The more widely the 

module/library/software has been adopted, the more likely there are members of the community 
supporting that piece of software. In addition, the broader the adoption, the more likely it will be that a 
number of organizations have performed their own security testing of the code as well as the potential 
to utilize the cARMY repository for scanned security results for larger packages. This increases the 
likelihood that common vulnerabilities have been discovered, and the software will be updated in a 
timely fashion when new vulnerabilities are discovered. 

• Ownership and active maintenance of the code can also be a risk factor, the following areas are to be 
considered: 
o Is the code maintained by a commercial software vendor and is it a current version the vendor 

supports? This indicates a lower risk than unsupported software. 
o For open-source code, how active is the project? If the project has not been updated in months or 

years, this may represent an unacceptable risk. A mitigation for this risk could be to have the code be 
adopted for ownership within the development team or within the larger information system team, 
with that owning team being responsible to provide regular security updates. 

o Does the project have automated security testing used to verify releases? Projects with automated 
security vulnerability testing represent lower risk than those that do not. 

o How is the software distributed? Is the software provided through a trusted intermediary with a 
track record for providing high quality software? 

 
The process of deciding whether or not to authorize the use of specific 3rd party dependencies or OSS packages 
is broken out below into two main work streams, which will ideally be executed in parallel, a risk assessment that 
is typically performed manually by an appropriately trained Application Security Validation Engineer (ASVE) and a 
vulnerability assessment, which will ideally be performed through automation. 

 
Vulnerability Assessment Overview 
In addition to the risk assessment process discussed previously, performing a vulnerability assessment on 3rd 
party dependencies and OSS packages is an important part of the overall process. When performing vulnerability 
assessments, there are generally two classes of vulnerabilities to consider, publicly known vulnerabilities, and the 
unknown vulnerabilities. Generally, most 3rd party dependencies and OSS packages will have both. 

 
Publicly known vulnerabilities 
Evaluating 3rd party dependencies and OSS packages for publicly known vulnerabilities is a well-developed area 
with standard tools and practices, the following practices will be used for Software Factory applications: 

 
• For 3rd party dependencies, a Software Composition Analysis (SCA) tool will be used to evaluate 

vulnerabilities (the specific tool used and automated guardrails are covered in Appendix C – Automated 
Guardrails for Software Factory Apps). Using the SCA tool will be automated as part of the overall 
software development lifecycle, with guardrails established to allow speedy deployment of applications 
in production and other environments where software is expected to generally be free from known 
vulnerabilities. 

• For OSS packages, centrally managed vulnerability scanners will be used to identify publicly known 
vulnerabilities as part of the overall platform-level continuous monitoring and vulnerability management 
program. 

 
Unknown vulnerabilities 
The approach for assessing 3rd party dependencies and OSS packages for unknown vulnerabilities should be 
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performed using testing methods that focus on testing a running representative application or implementation of 
the OSS package. This allows the testing to account for the protection mechanisms deployed across the overall 
system, rather than focusing on more time-intensive methods such as source code analysis. 

 
This testing process will include the following activities: 

• Automated Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST). DAST performs checks for vulnerabilities 
against running instances of the application or OSS package. The software must meet the automated 
guardrail thresholds identified in Appendix C – Automated Guardrails for Software Factory Apps. 

• Automated Penetration Testing: These tools automate some of the methods an attacker would use to 
gain access to the application or OSS package and are helpful in validating there aren’t any vulnerabilities 
present that could be exploited using those mechanisms. For Software Factory applications, the specific 
tool used and automated guardrails are covered in Appendix C – Automated Guardrails for Software 
Factory Apps. 
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Appendix E – Application Security Validation Engineer 
The Application Security Validation Engineer (ASVE) is a new role defined to specifically help embed security into 
the complete development lifecycle, while at the same time, ensuring security reviews are being performed in a 
manner that doesn’t slow down the application development efforts. This new role has some similarities to as 
the System Controls Assessor-Organization (SCA-O) defined in DA Pam 25-2-14 and the US Army NETCOM Risk 
Management Framework Assessment Only Operational Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures. 

 
The ASVE will be an individual (military, civilian, or contractor) appointed by the AO who has responsibility for 
the application development tools/processes, in this case the AO for the CReATE tools/processes. This individual 
should have the following background/skills: 

• Be experienced at software development, with enough expertise to be able to read source code and 
determine if that code meets the requirement of specified security controls it is intended to satisfy. 

• Be able to write standard libraries and sample applications that can be used by application development 
teams as a faster path to meeting selected security control requirements. 

• Should be able to perform dynamic testing of applications using common testing tools (Web Inspect, 
Burp Suite, etc.) to validate whether applications have properly implemented the controls these tools 
test for. 

• Have a solid understand of application security controls, including the Application Security and 
Development STIG and the OWASP Top 10. 

 
The ASVE will perform the following key responsibilities: 

• Develop and maintain the organization’s shared, security solutions (software libraries, security 
automation, etc) 

• Working with developer teams to categorize their applications and identify overlays 
• Working with developer teams to select controls for their applications 
• Working with developer teams to validate whether their solutions satisfy controls 
• Educate developers on how to maintain security, and recognize security relevant changes. 
• Facilitate the automated scan exception process 
• Periodic application security review sampling 
• Periodic application audits 
• Performs risk assessments on 3rd party dependencies and OSS packages and provides a risk assessment 

recommendation to the AO or the Authorizing Official Designated Representative (AODR) for new 3rd 
party dependencies and OSS packages 

 
The ASVE will not report directly to the same management chain as the software development teams they 
support in order to maintain independence. The reporting chain for the ASVE may vary based on organizational 
needs, but will typically be one of the following: 

• Report up through the ISSM or P-ISSM to the AO. 
• Report up through the team that is responsible for providing support and oversight to the CI/CD 

pipelines. 
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Appendix F – Continuous Risk Management Framework (cRMF) 
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Appendix G – Acronym Definition 
 
 
 

Acronym Definition 
AFC Army Futures Command 
AO Authorizing Organization 
ASVE Application Security Validation Engineer 
ATO Authority to Operate 
AWS Amazon Web Services 
BLUF Bottom Line Up Front 
cARMY Cloud Army 
CD Continuous Delivery 
CI Continuous Integration 
COTS Component Off The Shelf 
cRMF Continuous Risk Management Framework 
CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
DAST Dynamic Application Security Testing 
DISA Defense Information Systems Agency 
ECMO Enterprise Cloud Management Office 
ECR (Amazon) Elastic Container Registry 
eMASS Enterprise Mission Assurance Support Service 
GOTS Governmet Off The Shelf 
ID Identification 
IT Information Technology 
NVD National Vulnerability Database 
OS Operating System 
OSS Open Source Software 
OWASP Open Web Application Security Protocol 
RACI Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed 
RDBMS Relational Database Management System 
RMF Risk Management Framework 
SCA Softare Composition Analysis 
SDLC Software Development Lifecycle 
SES Special Executive Service 
SOFAC Software Factory 
SRG Security Requirements Guide 
SSN Social Security Number 
STDERR Standard Error Output Stream 
STIG Security Technical Implemenation Guide 
TBP To Be Provided <????> 
TDD Test Driven Design 
VCS Version Control System 
XP eXtreme Programming 
ZAP Zed Attack Proxy 
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